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(54) METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR ULTRASON1CALLY DETECTING FLAW ON SURFACE OF
CIRCULAR CYLINDER, AND METHOD OF GRINDING ROLL UTILIZING THE SAME

(57) The invention is ifor ultrasonic testing using sur-

face waves, and its object is to prevent false detection of

primary cracks, to lower the level of structural noises

from grain boundaries, and to improve the detectabilrty

in the ultrasonic testing.;

Concretely,, in surface wave testing of hot rolling

rolls, used is a surface wave probe 10 capable of trans'-^

-

t

mrtting and receiving a surface wave and proviSed with .

a piezoelectric element 10A, a resirv:.werJge^i6&cjrs-
"

posed on the front surface :bf iHeipi^^y^H^f^efX
10A and a damping. block 10B disposed on the back

surface thereof, and the surface wave probe j 6, is driven

to produce a short pulse having a pulse length of being

at most 2.5 times the wavelength of the surface wave to -

be produced. In this, a coupling liqud.medi'uin ig^sup-

plied to the probe 10 in accordance with the peripheral

speed of the roll to be tested. Depending on the height

of the reflected waves measured; the grinding allow- .

ance of the roll is determined, and the roll is ground^

according to the thus-determined grinding allowance.

The roll may be tested while being partly ground, and

the optimum grinding allowance of the roil may be deter-

mined.

\

FIG. 1
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5 [0001] The present invention relates to a rhethcd^and an apparatus'fbr ultrasonic testing of the surface of columnar

structures of metal, such as rolls for rolling mills, rollers and others, especially to those suitable for detecting, using sur-

face waves, flaws such as cracks or the like existing in and just below the surface of high-speed tool steel rolls for hot

rolling mills, which are made of high-speed tool sfeel and of which th£ surface is thermally/mechanically damaged while

they are used for rolling, and also to a method for grinding rolls usin^them; '
J

s
"

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

[0002] Rolls for hot rolling of metal sheets are thermally/mechanically damaged at their surface while'they are used

for rolling. The details of thermal/mechanical damage at the surface of a work roll (hereinafter referred to as a'high-

is speed tool steel roll for former stands in finishing train), which is made of high-speed tool steel and is used in hot finish

rolling, are described with reference to Rg.20. Thermal damage to the roll is caused by steel sheets being rolled at high

temperatures in former stands in finishing train, whereby deep primary cracks K, which are referred to as fire cracks,

are formed in the roll, 100 vertically to its surface. Mechanical damage thereto is caused by the shear stress to be put 1

on the roll being rolled against backup rolls, whereby are formed secondary cracks L starting from the above-mentioned

20 fire cracks K in the direction nearly in parallel with the surface of the roll. A plurality of those cracks giathers to give small

pits M on the surface of the roll. If such small pits M are transferred onto
1

the sheets being rolled, the rolled sheets shall

have surface flaws. In order to evade this, the cracks are removed from rolls, for example, by means of grinding by a

predetermined constant grinding allowancb with a grinder/and the thus-ground rolls are again used in rolling. After hav- 1

ing been ground, the roils, are tested by surface wave technique (hereinafter referred to as surface wave testing), for'

25 example, as in JP-A-4-276547.

[0003] Concretely, a surface wave probe (search unit) is kept in contact with the surface of a rotating roil via a mem-
brane of a coupling liquid medium such as water or the like* whereby the surface waves from said surface wave probe

is propagated inside the circunnrferentel^ roli toward thef direction opposite to the direction in which the roll

is rotating while the liquid having b^jrused as coining medium is removed trbm thepatri of the surface waves in the

30 surface of the roll. In that manner, the flawsT if any, existing in'and just below the' surface of the roll are detected. If some
flaws are detected in such surface wave testing of roils," the rolls shall be again ground!

[0004] An ultrasonic test apparatus is disclosed in JP-A-7 :294493, to which is applied the testing method of JP-A-4-

276547. The ultrasonic test apparatus corhprises a rotating means for rotating a cylindrical or columnar structure to be

tested for surface flaws and others, in its circumferential direction; an ultrasonic probe for detecting flaws and others by

35 use of surface waves; a holder for holding the probe above the structure to be tested at a predetermined height relative

to the surface of the structure; and a couplaht: supply tor supplying a licjuid medium such/ as water or'the like to be a

coupling medium for ultrasound transmission, to the gap between the probe and the"structurei to betested. The above-

mentioned holder extends downward below the probed and has a felldvyihg part to be in smooth bontact with the surface

of the structure tobe tested. While kepi in contact.with the rotating structure to be tested, the'followirig part ensures the

40 constant distance between the probe and the structure. The iatwe^entiohed couplarrt supply is disposed adjacent to

the probe inside the holder. The couplaht supply is jxovided with a housing in which the liquid medium having been led

near the probe from .the other placet is stored. The housingis positioned adjacent to the probe, and has a lot of medium

outlets at its bottom and an air-discharging through-hole at' its top. Each of the
cmedium 'outlets is placed'just in front of

the probe relative to the scanning direction of probe, while the surface of the structure being rotated to be tested is

45 scanned by the probe, and is so disposed that it intersects the above-mentioned circumferential direction. In that con-

stitution, the liquid m^ium.storedtin the housing is fed through those medium outlets to the gap between the probe and

the surface of the structure being tested, at the place just' in front of the leading'^ge elf the probe: ^

[0005] Recently,, hpweyer, it has.been clarified thatrwH^
(

fhe testing; m&hotf according to JP-A-4-276547 is applied

to the detection of flaws existing in and just below the surface of high-speed tod steel rolls, especially tnose for former

so stands in finishing train,Ihereoccur serious proWems such'as^th^^
"

[0006] Specifically the small pits M shown in Fig' 20 are not formed in the* absence of the secondary cracks L There-

fore, in order to prevent the formation of the small pits' M,.only the secondary cracks L are to be removed through grind-

ing. However, according.to the conventional ultrasonic testing method, often observed is the phenomenon of large-

amplitude reflected waves appearing even after all those secondary cracfe L are removed. Grinding rolls until no such

55 reflected wave appears results in the thorough removal of the primary crad<s K needless to be removed, whereby the

roll consumption shall increase.

[0007] This is because, in the surface wave testing! the reflectivity of the flaws vertical to the surface of the roll being

tested is high. In this, therefore, the primary cracks K remain are detected falsely even after all the secondary cracks L

2
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are removed. The depth of the primary cracks K remain is considerably shallow, the amplitude of the wave reflected on

each primary crack K remains is very small. However, in the surface of the roll, there are innumerable primary cracks K

remain, and there are also innumerable reflectors by which the surface waves are reflected. Where a structure (herein
,

roll) having such innumerable small reflectors is tested by surface waves having a wavelength of X, there always exist

c combinations of small reflectors between which the difference in the distance from the surface wave probe 10 is X/2, as

shown in Fig. 21 . Fig. 21 shows examples ctfjhe^p^ srr\a\\ 'reflettors, in which small reflectors K1 to

K4 correspond to the combinations; ...
t

'.
% ,f.

t
\ - \ . . •

*
•

[0008) Where the region in which .foe ^aM.reflectofs Ki to K4 exist is tested in a conventional manner using a narrow

bandwidth pulse of which the length is at least 5 times larger tr^an the wavelength of the resulting surface wave., small

w reflected waves from those reflectors overlap in phase with each other, owing to the large pulse length, thereby enlarg-

ing their amplitude to give a large reflected wave that may indicate the presence of just like a large flaw, as shown in

Fig. 22. Specifically, since such a narrow bandwidth pulse of which the length is at least 5 times larger than the wave-

length of the resulting surface, wave is used in surface wave testing of high-speed tool steel rolls for former stands in

finishing train, the amplitude of the Reflected waves frornthe primary cracks Kis detected too high in toe test. As a result,

75 the rolls are to be ground until the amplitude of the reflected waves from the primary cracks K becomes lower than a

predetermined voltage. Consequently, since the primary cracks K are.alrnost completely removed, or that is] since }he
'

rolls are too much ground, the roll consumption istoJncrea^e.,..
3 ...

--
.

*, -

[0009] In this connection, it may be taken into consideration to elevate the threshold ypftage that is settled for detect-

ing flaws to a degree not "bringing about false detection of the prirnary crack$

K

f

However, ejevating the. threshold volt-
^

20 age lowers the detectabilities of the test device, and therefore, there is a danger of pverjooking cracks andthe Ji.ke which
'

exist alone (these are produced by rolling accidents) and 1; i
. .

;
:y

[001 0] The problems with the, ultrasonic testing mentioned are not related to only the primary cracks of rolls for

.

rolling mills but also others, Where ordinary columnar str.uctur^
r

of^
rrietaLsu^ as rpHers and the like having a coarse

,

grained structure and producing scattered waves at their gr^in tx>undaries 'are tested, using the conventional narrow

25 bandwidth pulse, formed are high structural noises owing tothe same mechanisms as those of the phenomenon previ-

ously mentioned hereinabove.Therefore. there are the same problems as-above with the ultraspnic testing of that type.

[001 1] On the other .hand, the layer thictaess qf the,the^ zpne generated inside the rolls

having been used in. rolling greatly varies, deperx^iri^
^

length .of^he metal sheet rolled by the use of the rolls, the

rolling speed..the condition fp^'copling therolls,, (he.r%teri'^,ot drffer in the

so details of the material owing tq-ihe difference. in the.manufa^re, rnetlj^^f jjjp,
p^teria/),Vefc'

v
T^ where the rolls

are ground by a predetermined constant grinding .aljpwa^ - , \

© Where the thermal/mechanical load irrpart^"to tl^V^I^ .

ical damaged zone generated,inside them is thin,
r

tfie i^lfe.^e.ground to re^e^tKepart^t damaged (over-

.

35 grinding),,or mat is, the rolls are tc^ r^uch - v

© Where the thermal/mechanic^^ tfie lay^^i^e^ of the thermal/mechan-

ical damaged zone generated jnside them is 'thick, the ^iTiaged zqne^i»,re^ aire gVound

by a predetermined constant gondipg allowance:,^ien !me j^me false indications

occur. In that case, the rolls will have to.bejurtfiergroy^

40 mal/mechanical damaged zonejsnqt clarified, the grinding allowance^ same

as that ofthe initiaj.grirKJing^^ are tc^
degree of the t^lgrir^^^ \~. V , . .

' ^ '

-

<D The overall time tfken 1w 'grinding j^^otong^cl bxjrl^^rne/fel^' tor .^^^^l^^j'31^^^ r**\
z

grinding efficiency is.lowered. c, ( "
i; ...n«„ &r: ; -sr- - i.-Jw i m.t ir. -. \* ::f .. V;~.

[001 2] In the ultrasonic test'af^.^ !^ken.|nt6^ relative tothe

relationship between the rotating speed^ofn^ ^M<&^ ^uplmg liquid

medium. However, depending on thV rotating

medium that is trained by the rotating surface of theWu^^ the. increasein the^

so rotating speed of the structure being tested, the amtxirrt of Ae^i^ling liquid
I

medium ''that is taken out of ftie gap

between the probe and the surface of the struc^rejncrea^..^^^ that the amount the coupling Bquid

medium to be in the gap between the prcfee and the,surface of the structure is short. As a result- uftrasonic waves could

not be well transmitted into the. structure to be tested, arid some surface.flaws of the structure could not be detected.

On the contrary, when the rotating speed of the roll is slow, the surplus coupling liquid medium flows out ahead of the

£5 probe, thereby attenuating surface waves. In that case,.some surface flaws of the structure could not be detected.

[001 3] No concrete disclosure is given in JP-A-4-276547 and JP-A-7-294493, relating to the surface wave probe used

therein, and therefore the details of ,the probe are unknown. However, it may be considered that a conventional known

surface wave probe would be used therein. One conventional surface wave probe comprises a piezoelectric element.

3
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and a wedge via which an ultrasonic wave is introduced into theroli surface at.an angle of ei, in wnkti.the incident angle

.

ei is defined to satisfy the following formula (1) according to the laws of refraction. .
: . *, ^ <*

Oi = sin'
1

(CW/CRs) - (1)

5

wherein CW indicates the velocity of the ultrasonic wave in the wedge, and >

CRs indicates the velocity of the surface wave traveling-in ordina.*y steel; .; .
'

. - ** _ .

[0014] The incident angle ei is an angle to the planfe vertical to the roll surface. '
" ~

w [001 5] Recently, however, it has been found that the flaw echoes could not have a satisfactory signal-to-noise ratio in

the surface testing using the above-mentioned surface wave probe. .
<

[0016] Accordingly, having noted the difference in the material of high-speed tool roils owing to the difference in the

production method for the material, we. the present inventors have investigated how or in what manner the difference

in the material may influence the surface wave testing of the rolls. As a result, we have found that the surface wave

15 velocity on rolls of different materials greatly differs depending on the production method, as in Table 1 .
j

[001 7] The inventors have further found that the surface wave velocity on high-speed tool steel rolls significantly differs

from that on ordinary steel of being 2980 m/sec.-

[0018] Transmission and receipt of surfacfe waves in the surface of a roil by a surface wave probe is.effected according

to the refraction phenomenon expressed in trie above-mentioned formula (1), while the incident angle Gi is so defined

20 that the angle of refractidn is to be 90 degrees. Therefore; when the velocity of the surface waves.varies depending on

the roll materials, as in Table 1 ,- the "incident angle mustbe varied in accordance with the varying velocity of the surface

waves. H not. transmission/receipt efficiency of the surface waves will 1cwer. j . ?

[0019] At present, however, the incidentangle ei is determined on the basis of the surface weve velocity on ordinary

steel of being 2980 m/sec. and surface wave probes are designed in accordance with the thus-determined incident

25 angle. In fact, as shown in Table 1 . thb surface wave' velbcrty crn different high-speed tool steel rolls significantly differs

from that on ordinary steel: In addition, there ar£ differences in the surface wave velocity between different high-speed

tool rolls owing to the difference in the production method for the rolls, but. in fact, the differences ,in,the surface wave

velocity are not taken into cdnsifleratioh at all in designing the8

incident angle ei. As.a result, the inciderr* angle ei greatly

differs from the optimum iahgle fo^^
J

> • ' r- .... .

30 [0020] Ultrasonic testing of high-speed tool steel rolls is generally carried out at or around a roll grinding equipment.

In many cases, the mechanical equipmenti often generates great electric noises from motors, inventors, eta. and the

great electric noises are often superimposed on signals of surface wave testing. In that case, since transmission/receipt

efficiency of the surface waves is really lowered in the surface wave testing for high-speed tool steel rol»s, as so men-

tioned hereinabove, the height of the reflected waves from the flaws is Jbwered, thereby resulting in that the signal-to-

35 noise ratio, echo-anpiitude/electric-nois^-arfplitude is lowered.
1As ^result, the detectabilities of the surface wave test-,

ing are lowered. *

[0021] Even when the incident angle ei is determined in accordahe^with the surface wave velocity on a high-speed

.

tool steel roll of a spectf^'material and a surface'wave probe is manufactured on the basis of the thus-determjned inci-

dent angle, and when the surface wave Velocity iis defined to
1

be eqliarto, for example* any of thejsmallest or. largest

40 value of 3090 m/sec or 3180 m/sec in Table 1, transmission/receipt efficiency of the surface waves for the high-speed

tool steel roll having a largest or smallest surface wave velocity oppositely to the defined value is still lowered, and, in

that case, the detectability in the testing are lowered. Thus, this could hot still solve the problem.

[0022] Every time exchanging the surface wave probe to the best one for each roll of a different material requires a

prolonged time for testing, thereby probably causing time loss in actual operation.vand such is impracticable.

45 [0023] The preserit invention has been made so as to solve the problems in the conventional art noted above, and its

first subject matter is to provide'a riietriod and an-apparatUs for uhrasohic testing of. columnar structures using surface

waves, in which faise detection of primary :cracfe is piwehted rand the level of structural noises from grain boundaries

is reduced, and of which the detertatri^^ - ' •

[0024] The Second subject matter of the im/entioh is to £rovkJe fan'ultrasonic test apparatus in which a suitable amount

so of a coupling liquid medium is always supplied to the gap between a probe and the surface of a structure to be tested

even when the rotating speed of the structure is varied, thereby maintaining good transmission of ultrasonic waves to

the structure and preventing any surplus coupling liquid medium from flowing out ahead of the probe.

[0025] The third subject matter of the invention is to provide a method for grinding a roll having been ther-

mally/mechanicaily damaged on its surface in use for rolling or the like, in which the grinding allowance of the roll is opti-

55 mized to reduce the roll consumption and to improve the roll grinding efficiency.

[0026] The fourth subject matter of the invention is to provide a method for ultrasonic testing of high-speed tool steel

rolls using surface waves, in which is used a surface wave probe for roil testing capable of ensuring efficient transmis-

sion and receipt of surface waves in the rolls and capable of increasing the signal-to-noise ratio of the reflected waves

4
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from the flaws, even when the materials of trie- rolls differ.owing to the difference in the production method. anoMn which

the incident angle for the probe is specifically defined. :

f

: . * .
* .. .. •

DISCLOSURE OF THE INVENTION *A
1

.

,

[0027] The invention is a method for ultrasonic testing of columnar structures, in whicr\a surface wave probe is con-

tacted with the surface of a rotating columnar structure via axoupling^liquid medium existing therebetween, and a sur:,

face wave is propagated into the columnar structure from the surface wave probe while the probe receives the reflected

waves from the flaws existing in and just below the surface of the cdumnar structure so as to detect the flaws. In the

jo method, where thexehter frequency of the surface wave to be-transmitted and received by the surface wave probeis.

fc in the frequency spectrum, the frequency bandwidth within which .the spectrum magnitude falls the range between

the peak value and the peak value - 6 dB covers at least 0.50 fc.or larger The method of the invention has attained the

above-mentioned first subject matter. * • x- :^ -% -

[0028] In the ultrasonic testing method of the invention to attain the above-mentioned first subject matter, the pulse

75 length of the surface wave pulse which the surface wave.probe transmits and receives is; at most 2.5 times the wave-

length of the surface wave that propagates on the columnar structure. v : * : ... -
. > «

[0029] The invention is also an apparatus for ultrasonic testing of columnar structures, in which a.surface.wave probe

is contacted with the surface of ^a rotating columnar structure via a coupling liquid ;mediurn existing therebetoeeh.^d,

surface waves are propagated into the columnar structure from the surface wave probe while the probe, receives the

20 reflected waves from the flaws existing in and just below the surface of the columnar structure so as todetect,the fifws. ,

In the apparatus, the surface wave probe that transmits and receives the surface-waye is provided with a wedge as disr

posed on the front surface of The piezoelectric element of the probe and with a damping block as disposed on
i

Jhe.back

surface of The piezoelectric element.. The apparatus of thejnyention has .attained th^ ab^ve-meptiqned first, subject r

matter. * «
: ''

-

'
: ' *• ? '<> .. , : v > a; *

-
-

s

-»

25 [0030] In the invention/the piezoelectric element material is any ofa.lead meta
:
niobate, a Jead rtitanate. a 1-3,type

piezocomposite material (this is composed ofrods oMead zirconate titanate, (hereinafter refferred to as PZJ) set in.an

epoxy resin matrix); a 0-3 type rjiezocompbsite material. (this is a piezoelectric material having piezoelectric, ceramic ,

grains as uniformly dispersed in polymer matrix), or 'a 3-t type pjezocgmpQSrte material, (this is a
;pjfzp^lec>ic material

as prepared by forming a large number of through-hcles in a plat? pf;lead^ir5^nate%nate (RZT) followed by
t

casting,.

30 an epoxy resin or the like: into those through^ : ?;fa-r^ *
. .

.;-

[0031] In the invention, the wedge is madeiof a polyimrde-rgssi/i,-- r. pc!vstyro) resin , an achylic .resiQ, or
:
a fluorine^esin

:

(Teflon). ^ ..
*

.
;-

; .'V - c Vr
^

:: - ? c ^ :rc->--> •

.
,»

[0032] As shown in Fig, 1, the surface wave probe 10 of.the invention if, ^sentially^composed of a piezo^lfcjric ele-

ment 10A, a damping block 1 0B and a resin wedge 10C. Whenithe;cent?r frequency surface* waye v^hpK^e.sur-

35 face wave probe 10 transmits. arxJ^recoives is repr^^ tl?e. probe r10 is

defined to be at least 0.50 fc or larger.

[0033] Specifically, when thefrequency spectrum of the s»irface wavew
receives is to have a frequency distribution as coiiceptually shown in^ p&
spectrum magnitude (signal magnitude) fells the range behveen the pe^KM and wjijchjs

40 represented by (fR - fL) ! is defined-to satisfy the following formula (2);. ; mo^a xnr.:. tfOtfi n> j f

c • :o l

:fR -fL-^'0:50:fc^.; n !; <7
.,n : ^'-^.\^\ =iv -

,,- n: M,i.v- 'j*

[0034] In the invention, as above, -the frequency, bandwidth for the.surf^c^ way^e pr^10 ^.broad^anjfJJs ^qu^l to, or

45 larger than 0.50 fc. The concrete constitution of the
:
surfa^vyaye. prgbe ip. 4&f*?&$s ^.^8 P'?

20^,^?^ :e*ement
f

10A, usable are any piezoelectric-rT^erjal.h^!^^ *^$&i$j§5}f$fP^f^^^^^^P^%
material illustrated- in Figs.<23 to 25. «ta.^or any<othWpi^oetc^Cb^W^c?^^
ease even though having a high mechanical Q value, such as lead trtanat^ta-Thgs n?^WiK?aLQ^lue ^s.referred _to

,

herein is meant to indicate the shaipne^ ofitharespr^nc^Pi^^ having a larger mec^apjcal Q v?lye/

so vibrate for a longerdurationwhen they are driven by ^electric; ^utee.cjhexe^ecfrequency fc of the surface wave to be
^

transmitted and received by the probe must be chosen. depending qn.the grain size arriythe.surface roughn^ of .the."

material to be tested. For example, for folls for rolling mills, the center frequency fc;
p^efer^y.is 'cjpsen tetwe'en 1 and

4MHz. '.
. t » ' ^.-r;- - : . . V , ,\ .

'
: .

[0035] The damping block 10B is made of a ^olid substance to be prepare^ ipy r>iixing..a fipe powder having a large

55 specific gravity, such as metallic tungsten or the like.
;
with an epoxy resin oc the like followed by solidifying the resulting

mixture. The damping block 10B is attached to the back;surface of the piezoelectric element 10A, by which the defor-

mation of the piezoelectric element 10A is damped. The damping block having a larger volume fraction of the. heavy

powder such as metallic tungsten or the like is to have a larger weighVand its damping effect on the piezoelectric ele-

5
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ment is greater, thereby resulting in thai the length of the uttrasbnic p

[0036] The piezoelectric element 10A and the damping block 10B are so constructed as io havethe material consti-

tution defined as above, and the probe comprising them can produce '(transmit) an ultrasonic pulse of which the fre-

quency bandwidth is at least 0.5 fc or larger and the pulse length is £it most 2:5 times 'the wafvelength of the surface

wave to be produced. <
.

[0037] The resin wedge 10C is attached to the front surface of the piezoelectric element 10A in such a manner that

the ultrasonic wave from the piezoelectric element can be introduced into the structure to be tested, while satisfying the

following formula (3). Concretely, as shown in Fig. , 1, the surface of the wedge 10G at which the piezoelectric element

10A is attached thereto is so inclined that the normal line S2 relative to the front surface of the piezoelectric element

10A intersects the normal line S1 relative to the bottom surface of the'wedge 10C that is to be contacted with the sur- -

face of the structure to be tested via the coupling medium,' atan incident angle 6i between the two lines Si and S2, and

the front surface of the piezoelectric element 10A is attached to the inclined surface of the wedge 10C. In order to keep

the short pulse waveform mentioned above, the wedge 10C itself is designed to have an attenuation coefficient as small

as possible, for example, it may be made of a polysryroi resin, a polyimide resin or the 'ike.

'

ei = sin"
1
(CW/CR) '

' (3)

wherein CW indicates the velocity of the ultrasonic wave in the resin wedge, and

CR indicates the velocity of the surface wave traveling in the columnar structure to be tested. *

[0038] Different surface wave probes 10 having a center frequency fc = 2 MHz were prepared, for which the frequency

bandwidth was varied, by changing, the material of the damping block and' checked for the relationship between the

pulse length and the frequency bandwidth. The data obtained are shown in Fig? 3. in which the frequency^bandwidth

equal to the center frequency fc is designated as 100 %/ ; ; .

[0039] From Fig. 3 (
it is known that the probes having* a frequency teh^idth of at least 50 % or larger can produce

short pulses of which the pulse length
t

is at rnost 2^5 times the wavelength of ihe surface wave to be produced. The sur-

face wave pulse thus produced to have'a short pulse length is applied to flaw detection 6V rolls having innumerable

remaining primary cracks K. Also in that case/combinations of small reflectors K1 to K4 between that the difference in

the distance from the surface wave probe/IO is iJ2K X jnbfcatjngi the'wavelength of the surface wave traveling in the

structure being tested, always exist ih;tKe structufe; as in the case; ctesbribed hereinabove with reference to Fig. 21

.

[0040] Fig. 4 shows the waveforms as observed in ultrasonic testing of a structure, in which was used a short ultra-

sonic pulse having a frequency bandwidth of not smaller than 0.70 fc and a pulse length of being 1 .5 times the wave-

length of the surface wave traveling; in the structure, for testirig'the regions having therein small reflectors such as those

mentioned above; and this corresponds to "the; abW-mentiohed Fig. 22 showing the waveforms observed in Conven-

tional ultrasonic testing. ;

'

[0041 ] As shown in Fig. 4. it is known that the reflected waves from the remaining primary cracks K have a small ampli-

tude since the pulse length Applied 'is short, and that even though tilose reflected waves overlap in phase with each

other, the increase in the amplitude of the* wave to be observed iii small. Accordingly, when the surface wave probe 10

of the invention, which is so designed matit:^^nsh^ and receive a surface wave pulse having a short pulse length,

is applied to flaw detection of rolis
r

having irinumer^ie Vemaining primary cracte K, the increase in the amplitude of the

reflected waves from.the remaining primary cracks K is effectively prevented.

[0042] W surface waVe^ frequency of 2 MHz but having a varying frequency bandwidth (or

having a varying puise length) were test^'for the relationship between tha height of the reflected waves from the pri-

mary cracks hC in a Work roll for forrner ^tai^^iniinish^ tr^n/ancS tho ratio of (pulse langtr-^wavelength of surface

wave), and the data obtained are shov&'in Fig: 5. in this test; the height of the reflected waveswas represented with

reference to the height of thS reflected wav^ ffdrifa driiieciMe'^athacJ been drilled toward the radial direction to have

a diameter of 1 mm and a depth of 1 mm, and the depth of the primary cracks K was about 0.15 mm.

[0043] In the drawing. the measured ^irrt^Ai;
:A2 ar^A3 are for *ne invention; for which the piezoelectric element

10A of the surface wave probe loosed was ofa lead meWhiobarte^ a^thediamping block 10B cf the probe 10 was

made of a mixture of an epoxy resin with a metallic, tungsten powder having a 'volume fraction of 30 %, 60 % or 40 %.

respectively. bV and B2 are for comparative^ exarfiples, for which She ^ezoeiectric element 10A used was of PZT, and

the damping block 10B was made of a mixture of an epoxy resin with a metallic tungsten powder having a volume frac-

tion of 80 % or 60 %, respectively. CI and C2 are for conventional examples, for which the piezoelectric element 10A

used was of PZT of two type4 that differ in the mechanical Q value in some degree, andthe damping block 1 0B was not

used. Except the matters specifically mentioned herein, substantially the same apparatus was used for the measure-

ment. -

*

[0044] From Fig. 5, it is known that the shorter pulse lengths gave reflected waves having a more lowered height from

the primary cracks K.
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[0045] Next, materials suitable to the piezoelectric element 10A and those suitably tp the resin wedge 10C were inves-.

tigated in detail. As.the damping block '0Bk.used was a solid mixture of an epoxy. resin and a. metallic tungsten powder,

as in the above. In the mixture, the volume fraction of the.i^t^igWg^r^fDov^er to b? mix^d with the epoxy resin was
"

80 %, 60 %. 40 % or 20 %. For the piezoelectric element 1 OA^sele^^were ajead meta]-nibbate. a lead titanate, lead

5 zirconate titanate (PZT), barium titanate, lithium niobate. a 1 -3 type ^iezocomposrte material (Fig. 23). a 0-3 type pie-

zocomposile material (Fig. 25) :
,and,a 3-,1 type piezccomposJte material (Fig. 24); apdjor the resin wedge 10C, selected

were a polyimide resin, a polystyrol resin, an acryiic ^esin.^and a fluorine resin (Teftfnj.^Drfferent surface wave probes

were produced in that manner.:and lested to measure the frequency bandwidth and the. pulse length of the. surface

wave to be transmitted and received*/ them. ^addition, in the same manner as in the test tor the data*shown in Rg.

'

to 5, those surface wave probes were further tested to.measure the height of the reflected waves from the primary cracks
^

K in the same workroll.for former stands in finishing train as that used in the test for the data in Fig. 5. For this, the height

of the reflected waves was represented: with.reference to the height of the reflected
I

wave from a drilled hole that had

been drilled toward the radial direction to have a diameter of ,1 rpm and a depth of 1 mm. just in the same manner as in

the test for the data in Fig. 5. The data obtained in the test in "which the damping block '1 0B used had a volume fraction

75 of the metallic tungsten powder of 80 % are shown in Table 2; those in which the damping block 10B used had a volume

fraction of the metallic tungsten powder of 60 % are shown in Table 3;,and thqse in which the damping block 1 0B used

had a volume fraction of the metallic tungsten powder of 40 % are shown in Table 4. In those Tables, the data of the

probes with which the reflected waves from the primary cracks K had a height of larger than -1 1 dB (that is, the height

of the reflected waves from the primary cracks K as seen by the,use.of the probes;was not Iqfwer by at le^st 3 dB than

20 that as seen by the use of conventional probes) were omitted, except those of 'trie probes having a Pit ThecJata of the

probes having a RZT are in those Tabtes as comparairve.data.. Table 5
(

shows; the data obtained in the test in which the

damping block 10B used had a volume fraction of the metallic tungsjte^poy^er pf 20 %. As shown jn Table 5; the height

of the reflected waves from the,primary cracksK was higher
v
tfian^ fi

)

0B
:
._jpteferring back to Ta.bjes.2 to 4. it is under- -

stood that, in all cases, the lead meta-niobate, the lead titanate. the i-3 type piezpro^ type pie-

25 zocomposrte material and the,3-.1 type piezocomposite rnaterialj^ all^sa^e ffilhe/piez^h^plc^rte material\I0A. It is

also understood therefrom that^the ppJyimide resin (hav^ig an attenuation (^efficientat2 MHz of i .2 x iO 2 dB/m), the

polystyrol resin (having an attenuation, qoeffident at^.MHz of, 1,3^ x 10 ^ dB/rpj, tfre adryjic reSin (haying an attenuation

coefficient at 2 MH*of 1,9 x 10?dB/;n)/and
r
t^ doWfttcient at 2 MHz of 1.8

x 10'2 dB/m) are aJI usabl,e asthe-resin w
t
edge

;

10B.!A^
so uation coefficient at 2 MHz.crf, not larger Than 1

ft
8

T^1&;^ ^gi^nnqthe Table

5, it is understood that the volume fraction of the metail^tun^tw ^^er <^1be; in the <terr^Hn^ ttt^"1OB must be at ^

least 40% or larger- CJi , ; : : , >r;vf p , .\ h >r ; fi < \7-

-

t .
. :

'

yrr,

[0046] Using a conventional surface wave probe, of which
;
the pulse jength^s S^Urpes the wavelength of the surfacfe_

wave to be produced, in a substantially same condition; we;4he pre_§§bt ir^en^ora^ried but an experiment of ultra-;

35 sonic testing of work rolls for former stands in finishing train. Through that our experiment, we confirmed that the height

of the reflected waves from the primary^cfacks.as seen.|r^
:
trje testing just before.jthe final roll grinding process was,

higher by 3 dB than that as seen in the testing aflerth^fina^

height of the reflected waves from the primary cracte ^eem in^ 'Hf ? -

he

number of the roll grinding repetitions coufdbe
:
reduced

;
by at lea?t on

:
e ti^Jf]^is cpnni^on. the roll grinding can be

40 finished when the height of reflected wjives frorn the pnmary
:
cra<^^

determined threshold voltage. .t \ :2vy.-.; -.ris ;

* :

>, p . . -
. . ^ ,

-

[0047] Accordingly. as.shown in-Fjg^S, ,when thepuJse.tengthtof jth? .^jrfece w^ye pr^, wKh which the data of the

height of the reflected waves from.the primary cracks me^suped isJowgr^by at least 3 dB^^.the bate CI as" measured

with the conventional surface wayeprpbQ whose pulsejenjjth js£ tirnjis tt^e y^yefeng^ wave tb be pro-

45 duced, is at moste.5 times the:wavelength pfthe surface wave to be prc^uc
:

«J
;t
then tfi^ drrtoeh^^^ the meas-

ured data A3 and C1 is 3 dB. :ln that casjMN*efer<vth%^

least one time. : '
f ~

.-rc-'Jf-' cc *- >> p^^\j v-n r.*r:> s.^- lo r^. s-r - rr-r«-
(

. ,-. V:r- ;

[0048] Again referring back„to Fig.^ 3; it may betsaW that
;
the tend^^ of^e^^^^^

mitting and receiving surface waves of. which the puts^. length, i^at niiois^ surface wave

so to be produced is suitably'50% or larger. AccordingV. it is understppdLthat defining the frequency bandw^th fbr the sur-

face wave probe to be 0.50 fc or larger is effective for reducing any .oy'ergnncfingpt rolls to ^caus^ed b/*alse detection

of primary cracks of the rolls. .This is the ground for defining the frequency bandwidth^fpj.the^^^rface wave probe to be

0.50 fc or larger in the invention. * * c r , . >...- -

[0049] As has been described in detail hereinabove, a specrfic surface probe is used in the invention, for which the

55 frequency bandwidth is defined to be 0.50 fc.or largerand the pulse length is to be at most 2.5 times the wavelength of

the surface wave to be produced. Comparing the data as measured by the use of the conventional surface wave probe

of which the pulse length is about 5 times the wavelength of,the surface wave to be produced (in Fig. 5, C1 point), and

those as measured by the use of the specrfic surface wave probe of the invention (in Rg. 5, A1 to A3 points), it is known

7
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that the height of the reflected waves frbm
f

primarV cracks K as measured by the use of thespeeific surface wave probe

of the invention is lower by from 3 to 6 dB than that
;as

;

measured by the-use of the conventional surface.wave probe. :

[0050] In the same manner as above,' weV the inverters further carried out an experiment for detecting cracks having

a depth of 0.5 mm in rolls in which primary cracks K havihga depth of about 0.10 mm remain and those in high-speed

tool steel rolls in which primary (jacks K having^ depth of about 0.251mm remain. Through that our experiment, we

found that the S/N ratio of the reflected waves from tfie cracks as measured by the use of a surface wave probe of which

the pulse length was 1.5 times the wavelength bf trie surface wave produced was.10 dB, and the S/N ratioofthe

reflected waves from the cracks as measured by the use of a 1surface wave probe of- which the pulse length was 2.5

times the wavelength bf surface wave produced was 7 dB, while; on the other hand, the S/N:ratio of the reflected waves

from the cracks as measured by the use of a conventional surface wave probe of which the pulse length was about 5

times the wavelength of the surfacewave produced was about 4 dB. By iise of the method of the invention, therefore, -

the signal-to-noise ratio of the reflected waves from cracks could be higher by about 3 to 6 dB than, that by use of the

conventional method, and the detectabflity in the invention are significantly enhanced.

[0051] Next, using an ultrasonic testing apparatus equipped with the surface wave probe 10 illustrated in Fig. 1
,
in

which the piezoelectric element 1 0A, the damping block 1 0B and the resin wedge 1 0C are made of a lead meta-niobate.

a mixture of an epoxy resin with a rnetailic tungsten powder having a volume fraction of 60 %. and a polyimide resin,

respectively. We, the inventors further carried out an experiment of inspecting 500 work rolls for former stands in finish-

ing train. Specificity in the experiment, we measured the decrement in diameter of each roll until the height of the

reflected waves from thb primary cracks (fire cracks) in each-roll reached S predetermined level or lower. Using another

ultrasonic test apparatus e^ui^ped with a conventional surface wave probe of which the pulse length is about 5 times

the wavelength of the surface wave to be producedfwe carried but the same experiment. As a fesult the decrement in

diameter of rolls by grinding'by use bf the apparatus equipped 'with the conventional surface wave probe was 0.33 mm
on the average; while the decrement in diameter of rblls by grinding by use of the apparatus equipped with The surface

wave probe of the invention was 0.2 mm on the average.
^

[0052] As in this experiment, the decrement in diameter of roils by grinding on the basis of the technique of the inven-

tion is lowered by at least 0. 1 mm on the average, as compared with that on the basis of the conventional technique. In

this connection, we confirmed that wheK the roll havihg been ground in that manner on the basis of the technique of the

invention was used in rolling sheets/die degree
1

of the surface flaws that appeared in the rolled sheets owing to the

small pits formed on the surface of the roll in use! was/substar^ailrtr^ ^me as that in the sheets having been, rolled

by the use of me roll as tested, a
:

- -

[0053] The invention also provides an ultrasonic test ^patratus forldetecting flaws in
vcolumnar structures, in which a

surface wave probe is contacted with the surface of a rotating columnar structure via a coupling liquid medium existing

therebetween, and a surface wave is propagated into the columnar structure from the surface wave probe while the

probe receives the reflected waves from the flaws existing in and just below the surface of the columnar structure so as

to detect the flaws. The apparatus comprises a columnar structure-rotating means for rotating the columnar structure

in the circumferential direction of the structure; a rotating speed-monitoring means for monitoring the rotating speed of

the columnar structure being rotated by the cblurnriar structui e-rotati.Vg^hearts; a holder means for holding the surface

wave probe above the columnar structure to ensure a predetermined distance between the probe and the surface of

the columnar structure; a scanning means for scanning the probe in th€i aixial direction of the structure; a coupiant sup-

ply means capable of supplying a' liquid medium to be afcbu£ling m^iurri for ultrasonic waves to the:gap between the

surface wave probe arid the surface ofthe columnar strb<hure and'provided with a fSow control valve capable of control-

ling the flow rate of the. liquid m^ium in abcbPdahte with th4 rotating spfeed of the coSumnar structure to be rotated by-

the columnar Wiicture-rpt^ting means; a surface wave probe which* is- provided with a piezoeSectric element, a wedge,

disposed on the front surfade offve ^ie2©ele<itric ^demerit and> dainpirig/ biobk disposed on the back surface of the pie-

zoelectric element, so that where the center frequency of the surface wave to be transmitted and received by the probe

is fc in the frequency spectrum, the frequency bandwidth within which the spectrum magnitude falls the range between

the peak value and the peak value - 6 dB c&yfera atMstb £&fc or larger, and ihat'trie
;prcbe is capable of detecting the

flaws in the columnar stricture using suri^ce w&ves* in uHrasohic puls'er/receiverc^pable of supplying to the surface

wave probe, an electric pulse for producingfa Wrface waves and rapable of amplifying the signals which the surface

wave probe Has received to,a level necessary for flaw detection arid^outputting it; a gating means for extracting the sig-

nals for flaw detection from the signal^ which the ultrasonic puiser/receiver has outputted, and outputting them; and a

peak detector/comparator means for detecting the amplitude of the signals which the gating means has outputted, and

outputting thethus-detected signals, or for comparing the level of the signals which the gating means has outputted with

a predetermined threshold voltage and, when the level of- the thus-compared signals is large, outputting signals that

indicate the presence of flaws in the structure being tested. The apparatus of the invention has attained the above-men-

tioned third subject matter.
.

[0054] In particular, in the apparatus noted abovk where one surface of the wedge of the probe is so inclined that the

normal line relative to the inclined surface intersects the normal line relative to the bottom surface of the wedge to be

8
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contacted with the surfaced the columnar structure to bejtested via a couplir^^n^ium^existing therebetween at
;

an

incident angle eito be defined by the above-mentioned formula^), and where thf front surface of the piezoelectric, ele-

ment of the probe is attached-tojhe thus-inclined..surface .of i^e,w waves having been transmitted by

the probe can be well propagated into the surface crf'the.colwmnar structure. .

£ [0055] We, the present inventors further carried ;out still apotheotest experiment using a high-speed tool steel roll hav-

ing artificial flaws therein: In the*experiment; therotating speed-offte roll was varied, arida varying amount of a cou-

pling liquid medium (as themiedium, water wasvused.jn the experiment) was -applied. to the rotating
r

roll in order to

determine the suitable amount ^of^ the coupling medium via which the ultrasonic wave having been produced by the

probe could be stably transmitted Jntb the roll surface withoutany surplus liquid medium.flowing ahead of the probe,

w and the height of the reflected'waves from the artificial flaws pouldbekept constant. The data obtained in the experi-

ment are shown -in- Fig. 6: Where the amount of the medium (water) falls within the range as shadowed in the graph of

Fig. 6, the ultrasonic waves from the probe are stably transmitted to the roll.surface. From the data obtained,, it is known.;

that, with the increase in the rotating speed of the highspeed; tcxM steel roll being tested, the amount of the liquid

medium to be supplied to the rotatirfg roll must be increased- Accordingly, when the rotating speed
v
6f the high-speed

is tool steel roll being tested is monitored by means of a rotating speed monitor and the amount of the liguid rn^um to

be supplied to the roll is controlled in accordance with:the rotating speed of the rolLby means of the flow ccfiirol
1

valve

as provided to the couplant supply-means, then a suitable amount of the couple Jiquid medium can ^ppji^to th?.

.

gap between the probe and the surface of the roll. Inthat manner, the transmission
!

of the ultraspnip wave from
1

the

probe into the roll surface is stabilized, and any surplus liquid, medium is
:
prevepted from flowing^ahead pf the probe.

20 [0056] To attain the above-mentioned third subject matter,,the.inyentic^ :
further provides a mpthpd of grinding a roll of

which the surface has been thermalV/mechanically^arrogei ta (tie jnyention. asurface wave probers,contacted with
^

a roll to be ground or<beingAground, via a membrane of, a, coupling medium existing ther^etoe^

rotated, so that Surface wavesirom the probe is propagated into theroli.surfacfe while removing the liquid from the path

"

of surface waves, and the height of the reflected waves from the thermariy/rn^hanicglly damaged; parts: existing or.

25 remaining in the surface of the roll is measured, and the-grindioaajlowance .pf the roll is determined in accordance with'

the thus-measured height of the reflected waves, i -
; < -

t . w ~ * +- c .-

[0057] The surface wave probe for roH testing in.tbet invention is contacted with the;^r^cerof a rpjt.^ roll;"yia a cou-

pling medium existing therebetween, and this comprises afleast-^ Qi^oel^ric ^m?nU^
the ultrasonic wave from the piezoelectric element intpjth^ to|l ^rfaqe.at an^nciden^angle In Jh£ invention^ the probe

so is so disposed that it produces the surface wav§s jntQith$ roil^su^ac.e- ^t^J^!^i^^?^? ctl^^ -SSpJio®- >ffi&X
>

below
;

the roll surface using the thus-produced surface wav^eSitJr^jthiSnJhe inckJeot apglq
;
e)^

formula (4), by which the above-mentioned subject matter js. attained.-. u :0, r ^ :j ^-v - < .>., P- ,^ ; f

*

- . • • ;0i -sin
1

;(GW/QFlav^- ;^ % r r ^ :
. ;

, ^ f:, ,, , ,
^ 9

(4).

35 * " z. '
v ;: jrc- ^mf^-c »- r^.i'i/-. .*V»- .... z::'\x .

~ < •

wherein CW indicates the velcKrty of.the ujtrasonic^ h ;
, ^ . ^ .*

. V*,

CRav indicates the mean value of the yetoc.ity:Of the surface
:

wave t^aveHr^jn^eaph /ol} febe te^teo..^
; %

[0058] The incident angle ei is an angle to the plane vertical to tjie-jpl^^^ ^ ^ Ti
. pf ;

.
."

f .

f

'

v
'

"

40 [0059] To attain the above-mentioned.subie<*^ ^fP^ 9f jP iri9 inci-

dent angle for a surface wave probe for roll testing, .in yvhjjj^jtli^ jpi^^eJs '^ritackpd with ^e.^rfece of a cting roll via

a coupling medium existing therebetween; ^nd this corrpri^ess ad^

duces the ultrasonicwave from.the pie2peJ^rip,^lOT^ :
ii^9

;
fce ^otl ?un%cq afaW incd^nt^angle while beihg so dis-

posed that rt^producesithe surface waves, into the roll :
§ur^caa^ ^qw Ihe roll

45 surface using the thus-produced surfaee.waYes,vand in;
which ^eJncjcie^a^

tioned formula (4). *. ^ i, ^ * iii^c riai'lw r^'ivv ny. r.zr, vt>^s.:/*. ^ ^ " .

[0060] Using the surface wave prc*>e,, w^-.the p^^ ^erim^»Wcw ^f/^
3

;

tionship between the height pf .the reflected!, waves fcjorn, ^e ^r^llv/m^ f»^<>f^^.;and 'Mo^

layer thickness^of the still- remaining, thermally/me^harMciix^nT^e^ when tHe

so height of the reflected waves-measured is lower than the threshofi Vpljage for {law ejection,,we^ay that the remaining

layer thickness of the damaged part is zero), : in the.experi.ment, we.grourd jcife.that hadfttert merrrany/m^hanicany

damaged in rolling operation.-- Httle by little, while rneia^n^the. hieight .of
,

fte
:
r^l^^"w^v^ froYii^ the 'ther-

mally/mechanicany damaged parts of.each rolhto.knqw; the relationship>ot«d above: thejdata we obtained are in Fig.

7. from which it is well known that, with the decrease in
(
the remainingJaylk thi^

55 damaged parts of the roil tested, the height of the reflected waves from the thermally/mechanically damaged parts low-

ers. From the data in Fig. 7, obtained was the relationship between the grinding allowance of the roll for removing the

thermally/mechanically damaged parts from the roll, and the height of the reflected waves from the thermally/mechan-

ically damaged parts. This is as shown in Fig. 8. Accoi]dingly, before or during grinding rolls, the height of the reflected

9
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waves from the thermaHy/mechanically damaged parts of each roll is measured by surface wave.testing, and the grind-

ing allowance of the roll may be determined according to the relationship as plotted in Fig. 8. In that manner, any over : .

grinding of the part not mechanically damaged and therefore needless,to be removed, and any grinding failure to

completely remove the thermally damaged parts can be prevented, and optimum grinding of rolls \k possible.

5 [0061 ] In one preferred embodiment, the surface wave probe and the grindstone are moved.to the position of the roll

to be ground, at which the height of the reflected waves from the thermally/mechanically damaged parts of the roll is

the largest, and the roll is ground by means of plunge grinding .while being tested by surface waves. For this, the.de£-.
:

rement in diameter of the roll by grinding until the height of the reflected waves from the thermally/mechanically dam-

aged parts reaches a predetermined level or lower is measured and the grinding allowance is determined from the

io measured decrement. After that the roll is further ground in accordance with the thus-determined grinding allowance.

In that manner, the^ optimum grinding of the roll is realized, n \ ^ .
-

[0062] Specifically, before or during grinding them, rolls are subjected to the surface wave testing in the manner as

above. Through this testing, it is possible to identify the^position of each roll at which the height of the reflected waves

from the thermally/mechanically damaged parts is the largest, as the position having a largest layer thickness of the

is remaining thermally/mechanically damaged patrts, as is obvious from the relationship as plotted in Fig. 7. Having known

this, a roll may be ground as shown in Fig. 9, in which the grindstone 62 of a roll grinder and the surface wave probe 10

are located to the roll 1 1 0 aft the same position (relative to theaxial direction of the roll) where the height of the reflected

waves from the thermally/mechanically damaged parts is the largest. In that condition, the roll 110 is ground by means

of plunge grinding until the height of ihe reflected waves from the thermalry/mechanrcally damaged parts of the roll

20 reaches a predetermined threshold voltage or lower, while being subjected to surface wave testing, and the decrement

in diameter of the roll to be thus ground is tha grinding allowance for removing the thermally/mechanically damaged

parts from the entire surface of the roll. According to the thus-determined grinding allowance, the entire surface of the

roll may be ground.

25 BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0063] " " =
v :-.-----.

* *
.

-

Fig. 1 is an enlarged, cross:secti6na! view sfiowirigthe outline of the: structure of a surface wave probe to be used

30 in the invention. - - •^.-.vy:' 0- v.: •-»
. ... .

' ••

Fig. 2 is a graph for explaining the frequency bandwidm for.^ -i -

Fig. 3 is a graph showing the relationship between the frequency bandwidth for the surface wave probe and the

ratio of (pulse length/wavelength of surface wave). "-!

i ;~ vr

Fig. 4 is an explanatory view indicating the relationship between the waveform to be observed on the basis of the

35 invention, and the reflected waves from ^matl reflectors' ' •
--;-*,

.
<
:

Fig. 5 is a graph showing the refationship between the Height cf:the reflected waves from primary cracks and the

ratio of (pulse^ l^gth/wavelehgth of surface wave)/-''- .--\:*-r (

Fig. 6 is a graph showing the relationship beiweekthe' rotating speed ofa roll and,a preferred,amount of the cou-

pling liquid medium to be supplied to thfegap'betweeh the probe and the roll, which-is for explaining the principle

40 of the invention. * - *

"'-r - :
"

•

'-' " "'»•>-- ; -
-• co; ~- ^ .

•
. ; ... :. ,

Fig. 7 is a graph showing the relationship between the hfeight of the reflected waves:from thermally/mechanically

damaged parts of a roll and the remaining layer thid^ness of the thernrcally/mechanicaHy damaged parts, which is

also for explaining the principle of the irwerrtic^;.-' "!L- r r
. > , '

-

Rg. 8 is a graph showing the relationship'between the grinding allowance of a roll and.the height
:
df the reflected

45 waves from thermall^/methanically damaged parts of the roll, which is^alsofor explaining the principle of the inven-

tion. * *"/-C- > ^.t^r^,-^ .

r _ ..O,. •

Rg. 9 is a per^e&tive view showing theRelationship bet/Veeh the posriion of the grindstone and that of the surface

wave probe in plunge grinding of a roll, which is also for explaining the principle of the invention.

Fig. 10 is a side viewshowing the outline orthe constitution of the firstreinbocfimertt of the ultrasonic test appa'atus

so of the invention. l " 1 '
: *-"v

.

1

. . v -
' ; c

Rg. 1 1 is an enlarged front view showing the probe holder part in the first embodiment.

Rg. 1 2 is a partly-cleaved side view showing tie major part of the coupling medium supply part as fitted to the sur-

face wave probe in the first embodiment. -
.

-

Rg. 13 is a side view showing the outline of the constitution of the second embodiment of the ultrasonic test appa-

55 ratus of the invention.

Rg. 14 is a graph showing the data of an experiment for the second embodiment relative to the relationship

between the height of the reflected waves from the flaws and the rotating speed of a roll, for which the rotating

speed of the roll was varied for flaw detection according to the second embodiment.

10
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Fig. 1 5 is a 'side view showing the outline of thecdnstitution of the third embodiment of the ultrasonic test apparatus

of the invention. ;
- : ' -

,: ?
' >• - s

- * : *>
u -1

*

"*••-. r ' v-'
' *

Fig. 16 is a side view showing the outline *6f the constitution of the 'fourth ernbodiment of the ultrasonic test appa-

ratus of the invention. * *
'* , -

,f * 1 "
'

' s

5 Fig. 1 7 is a graph' showing the data of the height of:the:refle&ed waves from artrficialjlaws jafive rolls, for which.,

were used a probe F of the invention and conventional probes G;.H. \ .
-

Fig. 18 is a graph showing the data of tho signal-to-ndise ratio for the reflected waves from artificial flaws in five

rolls, for which were usee! the ^Vobe F of the invVntion atxJithe conventiOTal probes G, H * • - -

Fig. 1 9 is a graph showing the data of roll testing for 20 surface flaws, in terms of the signal-to-noise ratio, for which

io were used trie probe F of the invention and the conventional probes G, H.
t \ ...

Fig. 20 is a conceptual view for explaining the cracks to be formed in the. surface of a work-roll .for former stands in

finishing train, in the circumferential direction of the roll. :
*

. = > - \

Fig. 21 is an explanatory view shewing the relationship betweenthe position of a surface wave probe and that ot

small reflectors
1

'
'

'
.
,r '•*•»* > v

- ; :

*'
t

i

15 Fig. 22 is an explanatory view indicating the relationship between the waveform to be .observed in a. conventional

method, and the reflected waves from small reflectors. -

'
>'<'' .

•
.~

Fig. 23 shows one example
:

off the piezoelectric element for. the invention (this is a 1 :3 type.piezpcornposrte mate-
,

rial). * .-
•-»• v ~

•

J
> 3::^-;-.v - • • • ./.£...: ^

Fig. 24 shows another example of the piezoelectric element for. the invention (this is a.3-Xtyp^.piezo<x>mppsite

.

20 material). -
'-* ~ :

*' K*^-. • v =• " * '
!

- V ' *"vo :

Fig. 25 shows still another example of the piezoelectric element forahe invention (this js a Q?3 typepiezocornposite

material):* • - '
r *\ t i

a
• *>.*-.

•

"•
^ c-

:

-.;t. . L.

BEST MODES FOR CARRYING OUT THE INVENTION
25 < ^ .•*'-. J*.

[0064] Embodiments of the invention are described in detail hereinunder, with reference to the drawings.

[0065] Fig. 10 is a side view showing the outline of the constitution of the first embodiment of the ultrasonic test appa-

ratus of the invention

[0066] The ultrasoriidtest apparatus of this embodiment isior testingAbe, rolM lO.re^^rts.basicjcpnstitution .

30 a roll rotating device for rotating the roll 110, a surface wave probe 10 for transmitting and receiving the surface waves
t

in the roll 1 10. a probe holder 12 for holding the probe-1C; arid a couplant supply meansfo^supplying a coupling liquid

medium (water) to the gap between the surface of the roll -.110.-and the surface wave probe
5
10..The supply means is,

connected with the holder 12, and this will be described hereinunder. */ oo,? f

. - > A

[0067] For simplifying the drawing, the roll rotating device is not shown therein. Thismay be any known one, "provided

35 that it acts to rotate The roll 1 10 to be tested in the circumferential direction ;G_.pf the^roM.,
. •

. ; ir

[0068] For the surface wave probe 10, the type of the piezoelectric element and,the.cpmpositipn
i

of.the damping block

are so designed that the probe 10 can transmit and receive a surface wave having ^-frequency ton<^k^h.pf at least

0.50 fc or larger ar^ having a pulse lengto^
i

v

[0069] The surface wave probe.10 isso-disposed:relative to the rpltlciotp bg t£s£e§l4hat the gap between the probe

40 10 and the roll 1 10 could be filled with water (coupling liquid medium). In that condition, an ultrasonic wave is transmit:

ted into the surface of the rolM 10 via water to p/oduce surface wavesjhati? propagated, intathe surface of the roll 1 10,

and the probe 10 receives the reflected, waves toidetect the surtecerJtews in tf^KjU^ip.^^
. ; C, ::J t;n. ,> ;

[0070] The probe holder 1 2 holds the surface wave probe 1 0, and is supported fcyjthe^pporting member 1 3 as fitted,

to the lower part of the guide 1*6; arid the guide 1 6 is slidable.up anddown^atiy^ -tq the^jfixing number ,14 as ppsitipneel

45 above the roll 110. The supporting'member^8 is pro/rded:wim:a pair.pf jQ(teFS.2pa|^ an^
(

the rollers.

20 total four. Between those rollers 20, disposed is the probe holder 12. When the apparatus is operated for roll testing,

these four rollers 20 are rotated while^being.keptinxorrtacrt^

scanning. r -
'- ' '•

'

:o .>.":>•. tr-i) v f Ccir ±. tcfri^ .Ho* ^ > -
. c^, -u . ? •«

[0071] The fixing member 14 is provided wraTa :

rriotor ;1.4A whichJsio supply power for. sliding up and downt

the $P9-,.

so porting member 18 along the guide 16, through a known mechanical means (not shown), and with afrtting base 14B for

the motor 14A. - -s v s . . ^
s

- *\. : / :

[0072] The fixing member 14 can be scanned in the axial. direction of
;
the. roll 1 10 by .apanning means (rot shown),

whereby the surface wave probe 10 can be scanned in the axial direction of the roll 1 10. • -
,

[0073] The probe holder 12 is fitted to the lower end of th.e rod member 12A. and the rod member 12A is loosely

55 clamped to the supporting member 18 so that it is movable up and down relative to the member 18. In that condition,

the probe holder 12 is supported by the supporting,member 18 white it is all the time pressed downward in the drawing,

or that is, against the surface of.the roll 110 by means .of springs (not shown) provided at predetermined positions

around the rod member 12 A.

11
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[0074] The probe holder 12 is provided with* a pair of fdfowing rollers 22 which are for forming a predetermined gap

between the surface wave probe 10 and the roll 110 and which protrude from beneath the surface wave probe 10

toward the rolll 10. \

!

~l'
X
^J '~

:

\

h
J

:
'

m

\ J.
r
"

:

:

'
' " '- '

'

[00751 Fig. 1 1 is an enlarged front view shewing the condition, irvwrifctfshafts 24 are disposed at the both opposite

sides of the probe holder 12 in the horizontal direction (that is, in the axial 'direction of the roll 110). and each of the

above-mentioned following rollers 22 is.rotatably fitted"to each shaft 24. In that manner, the-foilowing rollers 22 as piv-

oted on the probe holder 12 receive suitable pressing force from the above-mentioned springs and are all the time kept

in contact with the surface of the roll 1 10 while the roll 1 10 is tested. According"to the constitution of the probe holder

12 noted above, the surface wave probe 10 is held above the roll 1 10 in such a manner that a predetermined gap is

ensured all the time between the probe 10 and the roll 110.
e

[0076] As shown in Fig. 12 in which the details df the probe holder 1 2 and the following rollers 22 are omitted but their

outlines are designated by two<lotted lines', the probe holder 12 is provided with a water supply (water-supplying

means) 26 existing inside it. Water having beeh
:

led through the duct 28 is once stored in the storing body 26A and is

let out through the .outlet hole 26B formed at the bottom ol the storing body 26A. In that manner, a non-bubbling water

layer is formed between the surface Wave probe 10 and the roll 1 1 o: The water supply may be any known conventional

one, and the detailed desc* ipuon of its structure is omitted herein.

[0077] In Fig. .10.. the numeral reference 30 indicates a scraper for scraping water so that water having been supplied

from the water supply 26 in the mariner noted above is prevented from remaining on the surface ol the roll and flowing

into path of the surface waves on the roil.

[0078] As being designed m the manner described in detail hereinabove, the ultrasonic test apparatus of this embod-

iment ensuresjhe testing of rolls m a ample manner while waterto be a coupling medium for urtrasohic wave propaga-

tion through the gap between the surface wave probe ! 0
:

and the surface of the roll 110 to be tested and while the probe

10 is scanned and moved on the surface of the roll i 1 0.
'

[0079] According to this ernbodimenl 500 work rolls (high-speed tool steel rolls) for former stands in finishing train

were tested, and the decrement in diameter of each
x
roll by grinding until the height of the reflected waves from primary

cracks which are so-called fire cracks reaches a ^e<Jeterrriined ievel or lower was measured. Using another ultrasonic

test apparatus.equipped with a conv€^onal,surface wave probe of which the pulse length is about 5 times the wave-

length of the surface wave to be.prctiuced, the ^me rolls were also tested in the same manner. As a result: the decre-

ment in diameter of each roll by grinding by/hehhs of the apparatus equipped with the conventional surface wave probe

was 0.33 mm on the average, while Wd^ement in diameter of each roll by grinding by; means of the apparatus of

this embodiment was 0.2 mm on the average. As. in'this experiment, the decrement in diameter of rolls by grinding

based on the technique of the^ irverrtion is lowered by;at least 6.1 mm, as compared with that based on the conventional

technique. In this connection, it was cbrtirmed that when the high-speed tool steel roll having been ground in that inan-

ner on the basis of the technique of the invention was used in rolling sheets, the degree of the surface defects that

appeared in the rolled" sheets owing to thesniall pits formed on the surface of the roll in use was substantially the same

as that in the sheets having been rolled by the useTbf the'roll as tested and ground on the basis of the conventional tech-

nique.

[0080] Referring to,Fig, 13. the second embodiment of the invention that is suitable for testing high-speed tool steel

rolls by scanning the surface wave probe Id on the Surface of each roll is described in detail hereihunder.

[0081] In this embodiment, the roll 1 ip is a high-speed tool steel roll, and the rotating speed of the roll is monitored

by the rotating speed monitor 32. The teta trii/s monitored ,are transmitted to toe flow cdhtrol valve 34 connected with

the water supply,^ and the water flcwrate is so controlled is to be within the preferred range as in Fig. 6. The signals

outputted by the surfaWwave prob? 10 arejnp&ed by the

ultrasonic pulser/receiver 40. andj,the gating ci'rcuiY^ '
.

*

[0082] The ultrasonic pulser/rec.eiyer is td^u^ probe 10 for producing the

surface waves. In this pulser/receiver 40. the signals having been received by the surface "wave probe 10 is amplified to

a level necessary for flaw,detection, and are outputtesdjEp {heating cfrburt 42. In the gating circuit 42, the signals for

flaw detection,are Extracted from the signals nayipg b^?n out^ed from the ultrasonic pulser/receiyer 40. and are out-

putted to the.peak det^^Wompar'ator;cVcuft 44.' In the peak dbte^r/corrparatbr circuit 44. the peak amplitude of the

signals having.been outputted from the gating circuit 42 is detected, aind the thus-detected signal is outputted from it;

or in this, the level .of .the*signals from' the gating circuit 42 is compared with a predetermined threshold voltage and.

when the level of the thus-comp^ed signal from the gating^circuit 42 is large, signals that indicate the presence of flaws

in the roll being tested is outputted from the peak detedor/comparator circuit 44.' Being operated in that mariner, the

apparatus of this second embodiment detects the flaws in rolls being tested.

[0083] Like that in the first embodiment the probe holder 1 2 in the second embodiment is provided with a water sup-

ply 26 in its inside, as shown in Fig. 1 2. The flow rate of water from the water supply 26 is controlled by the flow control

valve 34 according to the rotating speed (peripheral speed) of the roll 1 10. In the water supply 26, water having been

led through the duct 28 is once stored in the storing body 26A and is let out through the outlet hole 26B formed at the

12
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bottom of the storing body 26A. In that manner, a non-feubbUng water-layer is formed betvyeen the surface wjpve probe

10 and the roll: 110: * - -- ~N -V - 1 U.,.: •'.!-.. • ., ^ lrtJ ... .
.

[0084] The others in this embodiment are the same as those in the first embodiment noted above and are designated

by the same reference numerals;as:in :tbe :
f irst embodiment*Jhe detailed description of these others is omitted herein.

£ [0O85J High-speed tool steel rolls having surface flaws w^ete.sted t
byus^ of .the. apparatus, of this embodiment, while

their rotating speed was varied from2S fpm to 50 rpm. The daja obtained for the relationship between the height of the

reflected waves from the,flaws aod.the fptajjng speed of each roll are shown in. Fig. j 47From these, it is known that the

apparatus of this 'embodiment w.elh detect the surface f£ws in the high-speed tool steel rolls tested, irrespective of ttie

rotating speed oUhe rolls, '•-x.:.. :
n..

^ . •. * •

70 [0086] Next, referring to Fig. 15, the third embodiment of the invention is described in detail hereiriuhder._

[0087] In this embodiment, rolls to be ground; or being ground are tested by means of surface waves. Specifically, in

the apparatus of this embodiment, the height of the reflectedwaves
}

from thermally/mechanica|ly damaged parts of the

roll no is measured; and the grinding allowance for the roil 3 10 to.be ground is transmitted. to the grinder 60 in which

the roll 1 10 is ground. The grinder m^y be any known conventionaLone, and js no^shown for simplifying the drawing.

is [0088] The surface wave probe 1 0 is connected with the ultrasonic flaw detector. 50, and an electric pulse jis Supplied •

to the surface wave probe 10 from which the surface wave producedjs transmitted into the roll 110. In the ultrasonic

flaw detector 50. the signals wbich the surface wave probe 10 has received and^outputted^othe
;

ultfasonic flaw detector

50 are amplified to a level suitable to flaw detection. The ultrasonic ultrasonic flaw detector^
SoVi prdvid^d with a gating^

circuit (no shown) that may be the same as in the second embodiment, and the refleijted waves' from the ther-"

20 mally/mechanically damaged parts, in the roll 1J0 are £xfracte>d from the amplified..signals in the gating circdrt. In the
f

uhrasonic flaw detector 50, the height of the thus-extracted^^ Having be^ thus measured

in the ultrasonic flaw detector. 50, the data of the height c>f
:
the

f
rejected.^

aged parts are transmitted to the computer 52, in which the grinding allowance for rernoyirjg the thermally/mechanically

damaged parts is determined with reference to the relationship jas.shown in Fig, .8. The thus-settlea data of tne grinding

25 allowance are transmitted to the grinder 60. in which rolls are grouncj with, for ^ample, a grindstone.

[0089] The others in this embodiment are the same as those }p ^e fjr^and £j^Qd er^c^merits noted above and

are designated by the same reference numerals
;
as)n^m

:ii
T^ed^tai]ed description of

f
th;^e others \i omitted herein..

[0090] According to this, embodiment.- 20.0 worj* rojjs,^ ,wer|tested. and the #ecre-

ment in diameter of each roll by^grincfirig.was;/^ 'h"'"rfa^etfer of th^same rolls

so by grinding based on a conventional method were presum^ir^ 'l^?!?^'?1*^31^
method, the rolls are repeatedly ground by a predetermined ^ii^ipg^

from the thermally/mechanically damaged parts bj^me^lpwer than a pr^cjte^ in the' surface^

wave testing after ground. The abovermentioned.actuat.d^

method using the apparatus of this embodiment ofthe iny^on't Thej&ri^.um§ti (j&rerheht in'diametier in' the conv^n-

35 tional method was 0 23 mm on .the average. As o^).osed.rta this, the deaerfient based on "the

method of the invention for suitable grinding. of rolls .was.0.
(

iB ftyp^pn^ decrement in

diameter by grinding based on the method using the apparatus of this embodimerrt is lower by at leaist O 05 mrrfthan

that based on the conventional mejhod.
Jt: . r^zrl r •: j-;--..,rV > > ^ , . ^ - r.

[0091 ] Next, referring to Fig. 1.6, the fourth em^imentpf jrie\pr^«nt^^^^mjort is;qe^ribed irtdfeteirhereihunder.

ao [0092] In this embodiment, provided is a position mpnitor 36.for m^iton th^ur^ce;w^ye probe lO

relative to the axial direction orthe roll being tested.. The c£ta of theppsit^ Yd having been

monitored by the position monitor 36 ar@ .trEu ismitted Jtp .t^eV<».i^£iter J&T In su&e virototing of Tolls to be ground

or being ground according to this entoodiment, the
;

position pi'^^^^4^^^^^^^^ iri corrta<ft with the spe-

cmc place of the roll at which the height of the reflected wa^
45 largest is determined by the posrtipn monitor 3a (

Fqr^7call^.^
Fig. 9, the surface wave probe 1 0.^^e.grjndjftQne 62 ar

(

e m^^^ the' two are tofee.^ntatted

with the roll 1 10 at the same position ^ative to^ V ~
*

Z\
"'.?.'' V

[0093] The others in this embc<Jimemare^ ^ml^m^ are desigrisited

by the same reference numerals as in the third ennb^ime^^ja dejaHeici di^riptipri of others is omiftbd herein.

so [0094] The operation of this embodiment is described in'.detail, hr^'while this roll 1 16 td
>
lie ^rc^r^o' tei'hig ground

is rotated in its circumferential direction C, the surface w^ve,probe 10 is sinned over the roll 1 101n the axial direction

ofthe roll 110. In that manner,.the entire surface ofjhe roll 1
;
1

0
"is tested by yse ctftHe surface waves" traveling thereon,

and the height of the reflected waves from thethesmallyMech^ 1 10 aind also the signal

that indicates the position of the surface wave probe 1 0 are.irjpulteci into the ^nputer 52'. By tVte action of the computer

55 52, the position of the surface.wave probe 10 that is in contact with the specific plice of the roll 1 10 at which the height

of the reflected waves.from the thermally/mechanically damaged parts is the largest is determined.

[0095] Next, as shown in Fig. 9. the. surface wave probe'lO and the grindstone 62 are moved to the thus-determined

position of the roll 1 10, and the roll i 10 is ground,by means o? plunge grinding whil4 being subjected to surface wave

13
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testing. The grinding is continued until the height of the reflected waves from the thiermaily/mechanically damaged parts

becomes lower than a predetermined threshold voltage, and the grinding allowance of the roll isthus determined.

[0096] The thus-determined grinding allowance is inputted into the grinder 60, in which the remaining surface area of

'

the roll is then ground.

[0097] According to this embodiment, 200 work rolls for former stands in finishing train were tested, and The decre-

ment in diameter of each roll by grinding was measured. Apart from this, the decrements in diameter of the same rolls

by grinding based on a conventional method were presumed from the actual decrements measured. In a conventional

method where the rolls are repeatedly ground by a predetermined grinding allowance until ttie height of the reflected

waves from the thermally/mechanically damaged parts becomes lower' than a predetermined threshold voltage in the

surface wave testing after cyound. The presumed decrement in diameter by grinding based on the conventional method

was 0.24 mm on the average. As opposed to this, the decrement in diameter by grinding based on the method of the

invention for suitable grinding of rolls was 0.19 mm on the average. This means that, the decrement in diameter by

grinding the method, using the apparatus of this embodiment is lower by at least 0.05 mWi than that based on the con-

ventional method. -

1
-

[0098] Next, referring to Fig. 17 and Fig. 18. the fifth embodiment of the present invention is described in detail here-

inunder. . . _ . .

'

.

[0099] Fig. 1 7 and Rg. 18 aire graphs showing the measuring results of the reflected waves from artificial flaws in five

rolls shown in Table 1. for which were "used a surface wave probe'of the invention and two conventional surface wave

probes. Fig. 1 7 shows the height of the reflected waves from the artificial flaws in those rolls; and Rg. 1 8 shows the sig-

nal-to-noise ratio of the reflected waves from the artificial flaws in those rolls. The flaws were artificially made by drilling

each roll toward radial direction to have a diameter of 1 mm and a depth of 1 mm. The wedge of the surface wave probe

used herein was of a polystyrol resin (CW = 2340 m/sec).

[0100] The following three surface wave probes were prepared and used.

Probe F:

[0101] For this, the data of the surface wave velocity on the five rolls to be tested were averaged to obtain an average

value. CRav. From the value CRav and the ultrasonic wave velocity in the polystyrol resin. CW. obtained was ei accord-

ing to the formula (2) mentioned above ei was 48.1 degrees. A surface wave probe was so designed as to meet 9i =

48.1 degrees. This is Probe F, and this falls within the scope of the invention.

Probe G:

[0102] A surface wave probe was so designed as to meet ei = 49.2 degrees, which was calculated from the surface

wave velocity on Roll #4 in Table 1 and the ultrasonic wave velocity in the polystyrol resin. This is Probe G, and this is

a conventional surface wave probe.

Probe H:

[0103] A surface wave probe was so designed as to meet ei = 51.7 degrees, which was calculated from the surface

wave velocity on ordinary steel (2980 m/sec) and the ultrasonic wave velocity in the polystyrol resin. This is Probe H,

and this is another conventional surface wave probe.

[01 04] From Fig. 1 7 and Fig. 1 8. it has been verified that Probe F of the invention gives high reflected waves and sta-

ble S/N ratios irrespective of the type of rolls to be tested therewith. In Rg. 17. the vertical axis indicates the height of

the reflected waves from the artificial flaws with reference to the height of the reflected wave from the artificial flaw on

Roll #1 detected by use of Probe R
[0105] Next, four actual surface flaws for each of five roll material in Table 1 . totaling 20 surface defects in all rolls,

were sampled, and the S/N ratios of the reflected waves from those surface flaws were measured. Rg. 1 9 is a graph of

the thus-measured data, in which the horizontal axis indicates the serial numbers of those 20 surface flaws, and the ver-

tical axis indicates the signal-to-noise ratio of reflected wave from each surface flaw. In this experiment used were the

above-mentioned three probes. Probe F. Probe G and Probe H. From Rg. 19. it has been verified that Probe F of the

invention can detect the actual surface flaws in a stable manner at high S/N ratios.

[0106] The invention has been described concretely hereinabove. However, the invention is not limited to only the

above-mentioned embodiments but can be changed and modified in different manners without overstepping the spirit

and scope thereof.

[0107] For example, the materials of the piezoelectric element 10A, the damping block 10B and the resin wedge 10C

that constitute the surface wave probe are not limited to only those shown in the above-mentioned embodiments, and

any other materials having the same functions are usable herein.
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[0108] In the above-mentioned embodiments, .water js used asMhe^
such as oils, etc. may be used herein..

t

. ,r t
- .... ...... :jl :il .

<
....

[0109] The subjects to which the .invention is applied, ^.r^U|n?ited .to. only rolls for .rolling mills, especially to high-

speed tool steel rolls, but include any columnar structures sucfi as rollers of metals and others with no specific hmita-
'

tion. . - r.-i :

- • <; !
- ^ ; ^ - . .

- -

Table 1

70

Roll No. (Roll Material) ^Manufacturer Production MethocJ

, * .* :r .
-\

.

. .

Surface Wave Velocity

(m/se^c j

#1 A Company continuous
c
castihg with build-up surfacing * v . 3158

#2 A Company centrifugai casting 3110

#3 B Company centrifugal casting 3168

#4 C Company centrifugai casting 3090

#5 D Company . ; • ' ^.forging ..»!.•• i:? -v.£- 3180
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INDUSTRIAL APPLICABILITY

[01 1 0] According to the present invention for surface wave testing, false detection of primary cracks is prevented and

overgrinding that causes the increase iri the roll'a>hsur^Mnjs ?prevent^:-Jn addition, the level of structual noises from

primary cracks and grain boundaries is lowered, and the detectability of the apparatus are greatly enhanced.

[01 1 1 ] In particular, in the process on the basis of the invention where rolls having been thermally/mechanicaDy dam-

aged in their surfaces while they are used in rolling are ground and the grinding allowance of each roil is settled accord-

ing to the height of the reflected waves from the thermally/mechanically damaged parts, the decrement in diameter of

each roll by grinding is optimized to reduce the roll consumption and to improve the roll grinding efficiency.
~

[0112] In applications of surface wave testing of roils on the basis of the invention, the surface wave probe can pro-

duce and receive the surface wave at high efficiency, irrespective of the difference in roll materials as produced in dif-

ferent methods. In those, therefore, one and the same surface wave probe is usable in testing of rolls of different

materials without exchanging it, and the surface wave probe common to such dffererrt rolls ensures increased signai-

to-noise ratios for the reflected waves from flaws. •

v

Claims

1 . A method for ultrasonic testing of columnar structures; wherein a surface wave probe is contacted with the surface

of a rotating columnar structure via a coupling medium existing therebetween, and surface waves are propagated

into the columnar structure from said surface wave prbbe while the probe receives the reflected waves from the

flaws existing in and just below the surface of the columnar structure so as to detect said flaws;

the method being characterized in that, where the center frequency of the surface waves to be transmitted and

received by said surface wave probe is fc in the frequency spectrum of said surface waves, the frequency band-

width within which the spectrum magnitude falls the range between the peak value arxf the peak value - 6 dB covers

at least 0.50 fc or larger.
- ::

' " .
»

2. A method for ultrasonic testing of columnar structures, wherein a surface wave probe is contacted with the surface

of a rotating columnar structure via a coupling medium Existing therebetween, and surface waves are propagated

into the columnar"structure from s^id
:

surface wave probe while the probe receives the reflected waves from the

flaws existing in and just below the surface of the columnar structure so as to detect said flaws;

the method being characterized in that the pulse length of the surface wave pulse which said surface wave probe

transmits and receives; is aimost 2.5 times the wavelength of the surface waves that propagate into said columnar

structure 7 . ^ ^ '

,

~ J ' ~ ' '

-

L

3. An apparatus for ultrasonic testing of columnar' structures, wherein a surface wave probe is contacted with the sur-

face of a rotating columnar structure via a coupling medium existing therebetween, and surface waves are propa-

gated into the columnar structure from said surface wave probe while !the probe receives the reflected waves from

the flaws existing in and just below the surface of the columnar structure so as to detect said flaws;

the apparatus is characterized in that said surface wave probe that transmits and receives the surface waves is pro-

vided with a wedge as disposed on the front surface of the piezoelectric element of the prob6 and with a damping

block as disposed on the back surface of the piezoelectric element

4. The apparatus for ultrasonic testing of columnar structures as claimed in claim 3. wherein said piezoelectric ele-

ment is any erf alead meta-nibbate. a lead trtahate,
la V-3 type piezororri^ite rnaterial, a 0-3 type piezocomposite

material, or a 3-1 type piezocomposite material. / - -.: ^ -
...

5. The apparatus for ultrasonic testing of c&iumnar stru&uresi as tiaiimeb in "claim 3, wherein said wedge has an atten-

uation coefficient (for longitudinal waves) at 2 MHz of not larger than 1 .8 x 10"2 dB/m.

6. The apparatus for ultrasonic testing erf columnar structures as claimed in claim 5. wherein- said wedge ismade of a

polyimide resjri, a polystyrol resin, ani acrylic resin, or a fluorine resin; '

'
" ~

7. The apparatus for ultrasonic testing of columnar structures as claimed in claim 3, wherein said damping block has

a volume fraction of metallic tungsten powder of at least 40 % or larger , :

8. An apparatus for ultrasonic testing of columnar structures, wherein a surface wave probe is contacted with the sur-

face of a rotating columnar structure via a coupling liquid medium existing therebetween, and a surface wave is

propagated into the columnar structure from said surface wave probe while the probe receives the reflected waves

20
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from the flaws existing in and just below the surface of the columnar structure so as to detect said flaws;,
,

the apparatus is characterized by comprising;

a columnar structure-rotating means for. rotating saieLcolum^ of the

5 structure, - : ^ * ' -x\r. e ;) v?i:--j::*v. ir* ^ v:

a rotating, speed-monitoring -means for monitoring >tt\e rotating.speed pf^the columnar .structure being rotated

by said columnar structure-rotating means.i iy. .,.rr' t ;- ' '«,--*.:. r * . , - .•*-•!

a holder means for holding said surface waye
c
prpfc>e abpy.e the^columnar structure to ensure a predetermined

distance between theprobe and the^surface of the columnar.structure^ .. ^ r, .
t
.

w a scanning means for scanning?said holding me^ns in the axial direction of the columnar structure,

a couptant supply means capable of .supplying a liquid medium tp.be a coupling mediumjor ultrasonic waves

to the gap between said surface wave probe and the surface of the columhar,
:
structure and provided with a flow

control valve capable of controlling the flow rate of the liquid medium in accordance with the rotating>peed pf

the columnar structure to be rotated by said columnar structure-rotating means.. . ..- . v r
..-'':

75 a surface wave probe which is provided with a piezoelectric element a wedge disposed on the front surface of

the piezoelectric element and a damping block disposed on the back surface of the piezoelectric element, so

that, where the center frequency of the surface wave to be transmitted and received by said surface wave

probe is fc in the frequency^spectrum ;of the surface waves, the frequency barwJwidth within wl?icrj the ^ectrum .

magnitude falls the range.between the peak.value and the peak value --6 dB covers kl^ast^
20 and that the surface.wave probe is capable of detecting the flaws, in the columnar structure by use of surface

waves. •
E

. .,-*» :: . ,- c:- : v.- ;r" - ... \ ;...c: \-;
'

>

an ultrasonic pulser/receiver capable of supplying tp^aid surface
:
waveprobe, an e|ectri,c

:

pulse for producing

,

surface waves and capable of amplifying the signal?. wtych saidLsurfacje wave probe has r^eiyodjp.a l^e) nec-

essary for flaw detection and putputting them;. . ,
' r-tT. - • j;. *, - ;<v .

25 a gating means for extracting the signals for fiaw detection from the signals which said urtrasbnic

pulser/receiver has outputted. and outputting them, and

a peak detector/comparator means for detectingjhe amplitude of the .signal yvhic^.^e
;
gatjng..i^e9ns

:

has out-

putted, and putputting^the thus^etected signals. -ipr for ,cojrr^^g
;

lJ^ oi $?i ^igQ#js which the gating

means has outputted with a predetermin^^hr.eshpld voyage sod,
{

wr^i? Jhlj^eipybi^^-q^^fd'^^fjs
30 are large, outputting signals that indicate the pre^enc^qf

t
fjavj§ jn^g-CQlum ',

' ' . \v

/

!

. J. . <^ ;- :
; s : ) rf e,:V;o c-fi ft; v ri

;^ v;;. jr ;t . ^r.;^ f-

9. The apparatus for ultrasonic testing of coluninar structures ,as.claimedjn any .one^of .cjairns ,? to; 8, wherein said _

wedge has a bottom surface at which it is contacted with the surface of the columnar structure via a coupling liquid

medium existing therebetween, and has an inclined surface of such that its normal line intersects the normal line

35 of said bottom surface at an irrcide^ -
:

. - v.*--.' .

f -"
-

' " ' r'v -. i^) .: sAo .-'t? .tj £ r..\ ;f Y:..\\ *,.•* z ^
'

:-v ^et-i^P-(Qw^t)^ it , j;, v ,C:;;;: ;
, !

;:
: r ,:vii r v .... -^,.v; -b>, -

•

where Cwjndicates theyelpcrty^the, urtr^onic^wgy^ P::*J^^?Ma!^^ ^ :h
»

:
; <

; . , v.Vt( ,! n ; i

40 Cr indicates the velocity^ ofJhe surface waye.traypling in.thecplumrjar structure, ^ j v
.
?v .,

}>
y f , :

-

and wherein the front surface of said piezoelectric element is attached to said inclined surface of the wedge.

10. The apparatus for .ultrasonic testing of c»lumnar
:

§truc^r^
(

a^ claimed^in^any^png^of Qtaim^ 3
r
to^^vwherein .SaJd

45 columnar structure is a high-speed tool steel roll.
7 Sn , r̂ ; r,or . > .

c t

. .

F v -.

11. A method for grinding a .roll; haying teen
i
t&^ I

s

so before or during grinding^the roll,
t
a surface wayeprc^Js comact^ wth^

via a film of a coupling medium existing therebetween, and^the height of the rdlept^cJ waves from the trier-

mally/mechanically damaged parts existing or remaining in the surface of the roil is measured in such a man-

ner that surface waves are propagated into the roll from the surface wave prob^ while the liquid existing on the

pathof the surface waves is propagated is removed,, and ...
;

. r: ,.
. , .

55 the grinding allowance of the roll is determined according to the thus-measured height of the reflected waves.
t

12. The roll grinding method as claimed in claim 1 1 , .wherein the surface wave probe and a grindstone are moved to

the position of the roll to.be ground, at which the height of the reflected waves from said thermally/mechanically

21
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damaged parts is the largest, then the roll is ground by means of plunge grinding while being tested by use of sur-

face waves therein, and the decrement in diameter of the roll until the height of the reflected waves from the ther-

mally/mechanically damaged parts reaches a predetermined level or lower is measured, and the grinding

allowance of the roll is determined from the above-measured decrement, and

the roll is further ground in accordance with the thus-determined grinding allowance.

1 3. The roll grinding method as claimed in claim 11 or 1 2, in which, when the center frequency of the surface waves to

be transmitted and received by said surface wave probe is fc in the frequency spectrum of said surface wave, the

frequency bandwidth within which the spectrum magnitude Jails The range, between the peak value and the peak

value - 6 dB covers at least 0.50 fc or larger.

14. The roll grinding method as claimed in any one of claims 1 1 to 13. wherein the pulse length of the surface wave

pulse which said surface wave probe transmits and receives is at most 2.5 times the wavelength of the surface

wave that propagates into said columnar structure.

• v • • *•
*

*

15. The roll grinding method as claimed in any one of claims 1 1 to 14, wherein said roll is a roll for rolling mills.

1 6. The apparatus for ultrasonic testing of columnar structures as claimed in claim 9. wherein the velocity of the surface

waves traveling in the columnar structure, CrIn the formula that defines the incident angle ei is a mean value. CRav,

of the velocity of the surface wave traveling in eiach roll to be tested.

1 7. A method for defining the incident angle for a surface wave probe for roll.testing for detecting flaws that exist in and

just below the surface of a roll, wherein the surface wave probe is contacted with the surface of a rotating roll via a

coupling medium therebetween and con^prises at least a piezoelectric element and a wedge for introducing an

ultrasonic wave to the roll surface at an incident angle ei. and the probe is so disposed on the roll as to be able to

propagate surface waves into said roll; the method being characterized in that the incident angle ei is defined to sat-

isfy the following formula: - .

ei = sin"\cw/CRav)

where CW indicates the velocity of the ultrasonic wave in the wedge, and

CRav indicates the mean value of the velocity of the surface wave traveling in each roll to be tested,

and the incident angle ei is an angle to the plane vertical to the roll surface.

22
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FIG. 16
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